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Invest in
Gold Coast Estate

Set within KwaZulu-Natal’s highly acclaimed Sibaya Coastal Precinct,
Gold Coast Estate offers architecturally-modern freestanding homes,

executive apartments and high-end family-friendly Sectional Title living.

Investment
potential

Proximity to King
Shaka International

Airport

Mild climate High volume of
gated estates

Ocean accessConvenient
central location

InfrastuctureChoice of
top schools

Purchase date
June 2018

Transfer date
June 2020

R600,000
[10% deposit due

on purchase]

R6,000,000
[Purchase price]

R7,800,000
[Projected value of
unit on completion]

24 months

Fixed
contribution
over period

R1,800,00030%

Based on a unit value at R6,000,000

THE APEX PROJECTED CAPITAL APPRECIATION

• Projected R1,8
million profit
achieved on the
10% deposit
invested at the
outset.

• This amounts to
a return on the
deposit of 300%
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The Apex
release price

R13 000
per m2
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Sibaya
price

SIBAYA COASTAL PRECINCT CAPITAL APPRECIATION

The Apex growth
projected at 35% between
June ‘18 & June ‘20.
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Vega is an educational brand of The Independent Institute of Education (Pty) Ltd which is registered with the
Department of Higher Education and Training as a private higher education institution under the
Higher Education Act, 1997 (reg. no. 2007/HE07/002). Company registration number: 1987/004754/07

vegaschool .com

FUTURE PROOF YOUR CAREER

OPEN DAY
27 October 2018

#6 Intensive Industry engagementvia real-life briefs, legendary guestlecturers, and industry immersions.

#79
The school where the creativity of business
and the business of creativity meet.

IIE Undergraduate Degrees

BA in Strategic
Brand Communication

BBA in Brand Building
and Management

BCom in Strategic
Brand Management

BCom in Digital Marketing

IIE Postgraduate Degrees

Advanced Diploma in
Brand Innovation

Postgraduate Diploma in
Brand Contact Management

BCom Honours in
Strategic Brand Management

BA Honours in
Strategic Brand Communication

APPLY NOW

#100reasons
TO STUDY AT VEGA

#3
95% of 2016 graduates are

employed within 6 months of
completing their qualification.

*includes part-time and
freelance positions.

#1 We’re a cornerstone brand of
SA’s leading private education

provider, The Independent
Institute of Education (IIE).
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I magine if it were a song, a
catchy tune, and it was on
all of our lips. Imagine if it
were such a groovy melody it
automatically got the feet of

everyone in KwaZulu-Natal tapping. A
song like Pharrell Williams’ Happy or
the PennyWhistle Jive, a hip swaying
beaut of a number. We’d sing it
effortlessly because the words were
simple and we loved it. And all the
while we sang it we felt the money
from it jingling into our pockets.
Tourism could be the elixir for

economic growth in KZN. Tourism
could also do spectacularly well. Why?
Because we live in a patch of paradise
with a great international airport

From the
EDITOR

KZN might tick all the boxes as a holiday destination,
but two main ingredients are missing – a lot more

international visitors with a lot more money pouring into
our province, and the ability to grow our influence as a

business destination. If we are to turn our province into a
tourism powerhouse that will benefit everyone, we all need

to be singing the same song

and the infrastructural pillars of a
great economy. Tourism is arguably
the quickest, low-barrier-to-entry, big
multiplier business.
A snapshot from Durban Tourism

shows that in the last financial year
3,8-million tourists came to KZN,
contributing R19,6-billion to the
economy and employing 53 400 people.
Alas, that’s 527 000 less visitors than

the year before, R600-million less loot,
and 4 100 fewer jobs.
Hat’s off to the leadership of FNB

in KZN. Over a period of time FNB
has quietly drawn together a group
of top tourism stakeholders to foster

KZN INVEST PROVIDES
A MUCH NEEDED

MECHANISM THROUGH
WHICH THE MANY

INSPIRING BUSINESS
AND INVESTMENT

STORIES CONTINUOUSLY
UNFOLDING IN KZN CAN

BE TOLD.

– HAMISH ERSKINE, CEO,
DUBE TRADEPORT SPECIAL

ECONOMIC ZONE

KZN INVEST IS A GREAT
PUBLICATION AIMED AT
GROWING THE ALREADY

VIBRANT ECONOMYOF THE
PROVINCE. THE MAGAZINE

IS FULL OF RELEVANT
AND INTERESTING

STORIES THAT REFLECT
THE DIVERSITY AND
SOPHISTICATION OF
KZN AND DURBAN, ITS
ECONOMIC HEART.

– RUSSELL CURTIS,
DURBAN INVEST CEO

KZN INVEST IS AN
EXCELLENT PLATFORM
TO HIGHLIGHT WHAT

KWAZULU-NATAL HAS TO
OFFER. I BELIEVE THAT
THIS OUTSTANDING

PUBLICATION WILL BE THE
SHOWCASE FOR ALL THE
EXCITING DEVELOPMENTS
AND PROJECTS TAKING
PLACE IN OUR PROVINCE.

– SCOTT LANGLEY, ICC
MARKETING, SALES AND

EVENTS DIRECTOR

KZN INVEST GIVES
A FRESH VIEW OF THE

BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
FROM STAKEHOLDERS
ACROSS THE SPECTRUM

AND HIGHLIGHTS
AND PROMOTES THE
PROVINCE’S AMAZING
OPPORTUNITIES IN A
POSITIVE YET FACTUAL
WAY. A KEY PUBLICATION

FOR ANY INVESTOR!

– CAROL COETZEE, CEO,
KZN FILM COMMISSION
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a conversation about what we can
all do in our respective businesses
to improve KZN’s tourism prospects.
It has done this without fanfare to
simply do the right thing and – as
one who has been privy to the
talks – I think the results have been
spectacular.
The bottom line is this: While KZN

is pitched as a domestic tourism
destination, and while it is great to
have Gautengers sticking their toes
in the beach sand, we need more. We
need more international tourists with
more foreign currency.
Internationals spend over R1 000 a

day per person, which is on average
double what domestic tourists spend,
and their market is in the billions. The
question is, what’s stopping us from
luring more international tourists to
our shores, and getting them to spend
longer than the average 5,8 days and
part with more of their cash?
Authorities have been warbling

on about this for years. If only the
answers were simple. Here are some
of the issues:
 Durban is better known than
KwaZulu-Natal, so best market Durban.
 How to best do that? Brand Durban.
What’s the brand’s DNA?
 Are Durban Tourism (the city entity)
and Tourism KZN (the provincial
entity) working together to get SA
Tourism to sell us better?
 If we do that well, where will we lure
the most, big spending visitors from –
the US, the UK, parts of Europe (notably
Germany) and the East (especially
India and Australasia)?
 Now that we have global airlines
flying to Durban, how do we improve
our offering?
 If big events like the Comrades and
the Durban July are money spinners
that put the region on the world
map, how do we create more of these
events? Which events are best, and at
what cost?
 If Durban’s promenade is such a hit,
how do we extend it and better manage
areas around it?
 Durban is the gateway to the

province where you can drive three
hours in any direction and experience
one or more of the following: the
beach, the battlefields, the Berg, the
bush, the Big 5 and the bunny chow (or
a multi-cultural culinary experience).
 How do we leverage the tourism
business to grow our influence as a
business destination, one with
a sophisticated economy and
solid financial, legal, IT and
professional pillars?
The upshot of the talks hosted by

FNB is that key people in KZN are
starting to sing the same tune. They
are defining a set of common sense
goals and priorities. The tourism song
we eventually come upwith needs to
be simplified into a snappy tune, with
more andmore people humming it,
unconsciously.
Here’s a challenge for you. If you

were to compose the song, what would
it sound like?
What are the 10 best things for

tourists to do in KZN and how can we
improve on that?
What are the 10 biggest obstacles to

successful tourism in KZN?
I’d love to hear your thoughts,

what you think about this, as well as
your feedback on the great stories of
success and accomplishment in KZN
featured in this issue.

gregarde@gmail.com

KZN INVEST IS A
PERFECT PLATFORM FOR

TOURISM KZN TO SHOWCASE
OUR DESTINATION TO THE
SEASONED TRAVELLER
WHO IS LOOKING FOR AN
EXCEPTIONAL TOURISM

EXPERIENCE. THE
PUBLICATION IS RELEVANT

TO TRAVELLERS WHO
WANT ADVENTURE AND
EXCITEMENT, WHILE ALSO

CATERING TO THOSE
LOOKING FOR INVESTMENT
OPPORTUNITIES IN TOURISM.

– PHINDILE MAKWAKWA,
CEO, TOURISM KWAZULU-

NATAL

KZN INVEST – FULL
OF POSSIBILITIES ...
AND A SIGNIFICANT

MECHANISM TO STIMULATE
THE CONVERSATION

BETWEEN BUSINESS AND
INVESTMENT IN OUR
SUPERB PROVINCE.

– MIKE DEIGHTON,
MANAGING DIRECTOR,
TONGAAT HULETT
DEVELOPMENTS

KZN INVEST IS
EXACTLY THE KIND OF
MEDIA PARTNER OUR
PROVINCE NEEDS:
HOME-GROWN AND

PROUD TO SHOWCASE
OUR FANTASTIC ASSETS,
PEOPLE AND POTENTIAL
OF KZN TO THE WORLD

AT LARGE.

– TERENCE DELOMONEY,
GENERAL MANAGER, KING
SHAKA INTERNATIONAL

AIRPORT, ACSA

KZN INVEST IS A
FANTASTIC BRAG BOOK

FOR KWAZULU-NATAL. IT IS
A WONDERFUL ENSEMBLE

OF INTRINSICALLY
KZN STORIES:

ENTREPRENEURS, BIG
BLUE-CHIP COMPANIES,
PROPERTY STORIES AND
GENERALLY FEATURES

REFLECTING A PROVINCE
WITH SOUL.

– NEVILLE MATJIE,
ACTING CEO, TRADE AND

INVESTMENT KZN
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CLAIRWOODLOGISTICSPARK
Massive progress is being made at

the Clairwood Logistics Park where
an investment of roughly R1-billion
(out of a total of R4-billion) has seen
the installation of key infrastructure.
The first 25 000m² warehouse will be
ready for occupation in November and
is attracting significant tenant interest
in the wake of expected Transnet port
upgrades at Bayhead.

Clairwood Logistics Park will
comprise seven different sites covering
358 000m² of Grade A logistics space.
This will be complemented by large

paved yards and office space. It is close
to major arterial routes – just 11,2km
from Durban’s busy container terminals
and 3,5km from the site set aside for the
proposed Durban Dig Out port.

The indigenous landscaped facility
– of which the recently completed
rehabilitated wetland is part – will be
fully operational by 2020.

RIDGE7
Ridge 7 in the Ridgeside Precinct

in uMhlanga is the seventh sectional
title office block to be developed by
FWJK Developments and is expected to

become part of a street spine tipped to
become the new “Palm Boulevard” of
uMhlanga Ridge.
Designed in-house, this sophisticated

12-storey office building includes three
basement parking levels, a ground
floor entrance urban court with cafe,
four levels of above ground structured
parking, and seven office levels.
The typical office floor-plate was

designed to accommodate multiple
occupants and orientated to maximise
the sea-views towards the Durban
harbour and the uMhlanga ocean
frontage. The architectural form

Following
the CRANE

Cranes along the skyline provide a bird’s eye view of investment in and economic
activity within the province of KwaZulu-Natal. The busy North Coast is not the only
place where construction is gathering pace. Shirley le Guern looks at some exciting

developments that span the residential, commercial and industrial spaces
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creates a seamless transition between
the parking and office levels.
The building design incorporates

white and a muted palette of grey
and charcoal tones with alternating
interspersed white solid panels and
void glazed panels throughout the
façade. Ridge 7 will be complete at the
end of the first quarter of 2019.

OCEANSUMHLANGA
The R4,2-billion Oceans uMhlanga,

which is being developed by Edison
Power’s Vivian Reddy, is on track and
sailing fast and furious, he says. The

mixed-use development is due for
completion by June 2020.
Located on the last piece of land

allocated for development in uMhlanga,
it will be home to KZN’s Radisson
Blu Hotel, a shopping mall and two
residential towers comprising over 450
apartments and penthouses.
The apartments, starting from

R2,5-million, come in one, two, three
and four bedroom configurations while
the penthouses are expected to have
price tags of around R50-million.
Oceans developers say they have sold

R1,5-billion worth of space.

The third and final phase of the
Oceans uMhlanga development will
be a 36 000m² mall which is expected
to have 100 stores, including two local
anchors and international names such
as Armani, Burberry, and Versace.
It is expected to attract at least 20

upmarket restaurants, a range of
leisure and entertainment activities
including a gym, cinemas and a snow
park, and a stylish conference centre
and meeting venue.

LUSH
Located within the Elaleni Coastal

Forest Estate, the R240-million Lush
residential development puts a
modern and urban spin on country
gated estate living.
Phase 1 (of two) provides for 45 units

which are influenced by urban homes
in Brazil and Europe. They combine
the homely warmth of Elaleni with
functional stylish urban-esque living and
are designed to be private yet accessible.
Residents will have access to all

existing amenities (walking and running
trails, a leisure centre with braai pods,
swimming pools, a tennis court and
children’s play area, and the Forest
Clubhouse which includes a viewing
deck with fire pit, reading hammocks
and a yoga studio) as well as communal-
use bikes and a beach club.
A 22% return on investment on

existing properties at Elaleni within
just 18 months has seen rapid uptake.
Construction is expected to take 24
months. *

LEFT: CLAIRWOOD LOGISTICS PARK.
ABOVE: OCEANS UMHLANGA.
BELOW: LUSH.
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M anaging director of Use-it, Chris Whyte
runs a waste beneficiation non-profit
based in Durban. He has been cited
by the World Economic Forum for his
work. Greg Ardé caught up with him to

give us the low-down on recycling.
How did you get to be doing what you do today?
My dad was a miner in Zambia. I have an honours

degree in geology and did a three-month stint mining – but
hated being underground. I also worked at the Institute of
Natural Resources where I specialised in high resolution
aerial photography and satellite imagery. I eventually
started my own company consulting in this field, which got
me into ecology.
Through the Pietermaritzburg Chamber I was working

with the timber industry. I then developed a wood waste
forum in Pietermaritzburg before establishing Use-it
in 2004. I established Use-it because I had secured
R350-million in commitments from overseas donors to take
over a landfill site in Pietermaritzburg and create a Waste
Park to add value to the city’s waste. The scheme would
have created 750 jobs and saved R1,18-billion in electricity
over 10 years, as well as bringing additional income to
the city. But, the plan came unstuck because politically
connected cronies wanted a piece of the action.
The whole exercise reinforced the notion that solid

waste, energy generation, infrastructure and the
environment don’t fit into one box from a governmental
point of view. I had to create Use-it to engage with
government in terms of the Public Finance Management

Act. Our mandate is to maximise waste diversion from
landfill through beneficiation and job creation.
Howmany jobs have you created?
About 2 600 jobs in projects from electronic waste to

plastics and tyres. For every R1 government spends on us
we have saved R5. The cost of creating a cubic metre of
landfill space is R300 in Durban. Last year alone our projects
diverted almost 9 000 tons from landfill, equal to 37 599m³,
saving R11,2-million last year or 5.4 times our year’s budget.
What is the biggest contribution to landfill sites?
Construction waste (builder’s rubble and soil) accounts for

40% of all waste sent to landfill. Packaging is 25%, organics
is about 15%, andmixed waste is the balance of 20%.
How do we deal with builder’s waste?
We have developed RamBrick, the only five-star rated

eco standard brick made of construction waste. It is 15%
cheaper than a normal brick, three times stronger, and 10
times more thermally efficient. If you make it onsite at the
dump it has zero carbon footprint.

Getting to
the SOURCE

Chris Whyte’s vision is all about diverting waste and creating jobs
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We have signed an agreement with the city to build
200 houses – and when the money comes through we
will. We can build a 42m² house for R100 000 and make
15% profit. There will be roughly 28 000 houses in phase
2 of the Cornubia housing project, with 3,5-million tons
of earthworks needing to be moved from that site – at a
cost R2-billion. Using our method you could build
165 000 houses from the rubble. It’s a no-brainer – but
it’s not being done because the specifications for the
houses have already been determined.
Why aren’t people seeing the benefits of recycling if
they are obvious?
Recycling has a bad tag.

People are naïve about it.
It has to make economic
sense to work. It must uplift
communities and provide
jobs. I’m a tree hugger, but
if it doesn’t make someone a
penny, it doesn’t make sense.
Understand source separation and the value that you
can unlock. We can deal with just about everything but
disposable nappies – but we are working on solutions for
that right now.
Give us some examples of what you’re talking about.
We can make roof tiles, cornices and mouldings from

plastic and glass. Durban alone throws away 2 000 tons
of flat glass, and the figure is probably 8 000 tons across
KZN. We can convert that to 16 products that sell for
between R4 and R12/kg.
About 1 000 tons of bottles are recycled in KZN a month,

and we import 20 000 tons of bottles each month. So 19 000
tons of bottles are going to landfill. You can get 42c/kg for

those, but you can increase the value by processing it. Just
in KZN alone you could create R20-million in revenue and
8 000 jobs from recycling bottle glass.
We’ve also developed a unit that can turn plastic waste

into fuel. The technology is called pyrolysis. We’re finalising
a R2,5-million fund for the refinement of a plant that can
produce 1 000 litres a day by converting plastic to fuel.
These figures are astounding. Can you back them up?
Yes, I can show the sums to whoever wants to see them.

And you are right to ask. There is a lot of greenwashing and
recycling spin about, so youmust be able to audit every

green claim.
Much of the responsibility for

recycling lies with companies that
produce endless tons of things
that go to landfill. Think of every
dishwashing liquid bottle, paint tin,
shampoo bottle – they end up in
landfill. If youmake something you
should care about where it ends up.

And government should regulate this. South Africa recycles
8% of its waste. In the rest of Africa it’s more like 3%.
How do you get everyone to buy into recycling?
Keep it simple and understand the economics. There are

solutions across value chains and lots of opportunity to
be unlocked, but logistics kills viability. You have to catch
waste as close to the source as possible. A simple thing like
waste recycling at home is an obvious example. About 80%
of marine waste comes from land. Take it out of the chain
at source and it doesn’t get to the sea. Get building rubble
at source. There is no such thing as waste – only wasted
resources. Remember – materials like plastics do not
pollute – people do! *

Just in KZN alone you
could create R20-million in
revenue and 8 000 jobs from

recycling bottle glass
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D uring a recent high-
powered BRICS Business
Council delegation visit to
Dube TradePort, investors
were told that qualifying

companies located within the Dube
TradePort Special Economic Zone are
now eligible to access Special Economic
Zone incentives. This is after Finance
Minister Nhlanhla Nene published
his approval of 12R and 12S in the
Government Gazette on July 6, 2018.

Zoned for
the FUTURE

However, what really added to the
investment appetite is the flurry of
activity taking place within the zone
where work is currently underway
with the development of Dube
TradeZone 2, which opens up an
additional 45-hectares for development
within the Special Economic Zone.
Amongst the incentives that

companies will be able to claim, is the
accelerated depreciation allowance on
capital structures, which is a tax rebate

on the investment a company makes
in the buildings it operates from. This
tax rebate is valued at 10% of the total
investment amount per annum, over
10 years, and will serve to encourage
businesses to invest in new facilities.
Secondly, certain companies

undertaking business activities within
the Special Economic Zone will be
eligible to benefit from a reduced
corporate tax rate of 15% instead of the
normal 28% corporate tax rate.

Dube TradePort Special Economic Zone marks R3,2-billion in private sector investment secured



be purpose-built for businesses in the
pharmaceutical and electronic sectors,
offering common utilities to service
these industries. The development will
allow the organisation to further target
local and foreign investment.
“With international forums like the

BRICS Business Council highlighting
Durban as a trade and investment
destination, our current projections
point to the expanded zone attracting
in excess of R10-billion of private
sector investment over the next five
years, which will spur further job

creation in the region,” said Sithole.
Over the last eight years, Dube

TradePort Special Economic Zone has
expanded its land holdings to over
3 500-hectares around King Shaka
International Airport, catering for
the expansion of its development
zones, which encompasses industrial,
agro-processing and other commercial
activities. It has also opened a One
Stop Shop facility, which will assist
investors with a variety of services,
ranging from helping investors apply
for Special Economic Zone incentives,
to matters related to developing and
setting up operations within the
precinct, and improving the ease of
doing business for investors.
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“Seeing the implementation of this
legislation is a significant milestone
for South Africa as it serves as a
support measure that will accelerate
the growth of manufacturing and
exports, in addition to attracting

ABOVE: AN INDICATION OF WHERE DUBE
TRADEZONE 2 WILL BE SITUATED.
BELOW LEFT: AN AERIAL VIEW OF THE
CONSTRUCTION OF DUBE TRADEZONE 2.

In the last year alone businesses operating
within the Dube TradePort Special Economic Zone

have created 432 new permanent jobs

further domestic and foreign direct
investment, while also improving the
adoption of new technologies and
skills into the market. Companies
will also be entitled to claim against
an Employment Tax Incentive (ETI),
which encourages employers to hire
the youth and other less experienced
job seekers. However, the employee
age restriction will not apply within
Special Economic Zones which will
broaden the benefit of ETI to both
workers and SEZ Enterprises,”
says Jabulani Sithole, SEZ
Programme Manager.
Since its inception in 2014, Dube

TradePort Special Economic Zone has
created a total of 3 088 permanent

jobs. In the last year alone businesses
operating within the Dube TradePort
Special Economic Zone have created 432
new permanent jobs. The cumulative
employment opportunities created by
companies within this zone – when
counting downstream and upstream
value chain linkages – now totals 12 997
indirect jobs which have been added to
the economy of KwaZulu-Natal.
“To date Dube TradePort has

secured R3,2-billion in private
sector investment. Building on this
success, work is already underway
to develop the second phase of our
Dube TradeZone light industrial
development that will be 45-hectares
in extent. This development is going to
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Global paper firm Sappi
recently announced a
R5-billion investment
in KwaZulu-Natal – a
move that follows a

R4,3-billion investment by Sappi
in the province between 2012 and
2018. Sappi Group CEO Steve Binnie
says the next tranche is on the back
of “significant benefits in serving

its global customers from its South
African operations”, adding that the
global market has shown such strong
growth that Sappi was spending more
to increase capacity.
Krish Naidu, GM of Sappi Saiccor in

Durban, says Sappi produces dissolving
wood pulp and specialises in packaging
and writing paper. The wood pulp is
also used by customers to produce

items such as textiles, pharmaceutical,
beauty and household products.
So what will the capacity expansion

at the Saiccor Mill in Umkomaas look
like? Naidu says for Sappi to be globally
competitive the mill needs to expand,
which will be done in two phases to
increase capacity from 780 000 tons
per annum to 890 000 tons.
The first phase will focus on

Geared
for global
GROWTH

To remain globally
competitive, Sappi Saiccor
in Umkomaas is embarking
on a R5-billion investment,
which is hard on the heels
of a R4,3-billion investment
in this province. They are
serious about business
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increased timber input, reduced
calcium production, and a lot of new
equipment, like magnesium digesters,
boilers, evaporators, as well as
upgrades to pulp machines and a host
of improvements.
The mill is the world’s largest single

site dedicated to manufacturing
dissolving wood pulp. It does this
by feeding mainly eucalyptus and
acacia timber sourced from Northern
KwaZulu-Natal and the Midlands.
During the peak period of the

refurbishment there will be between
2 500 and 2 800 people working on
site, with the project being expected to
take about two years to complete. The
majority of workforce will be drawn
from the community around the mill.
Naidu says phase one of the

expansion is centred on the
installation of a recovery boiler, with
the primary intention of improving
the environmental sustainability of
Saiccor, required to compete globally.

Alex Thiel, CEO of Sappi Southern
Africa said the cost savings from the
upgrades will amount to at least
R300-million per annum and CO2
emissions and waste to landfill will

be cut in half. Sulphur emissions will
be reduced by 35% and water use
efficiency increased by 17%.
Naidu says the recovery boiler

installation enables a significant
displacement of coal, and coupled with
process optimisation interventions,
also reduces the specific water
consumption.

Sappi says it contributes 1% of
SA’s total foreign revenue from
exports, and supplies most of the fruit
export industry with its packaging
requirements, contributing about 4%
to the country’s total revenue. This
gives an indication of how important
the mill is.
Sappi is the largest user of containers

through Durban harbour – 22 000 a
year, and contributes R12-billion per
annum to the KZN economy, a number
that rises to R60-billion through
indirect benefits, which it hopes to
increase by R1-billion a year through
its investments. *

ABOVE: KRISH NAIDU: GM OF SAPPI
SAICCOR IN DURBAN.
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ARTsolar is one of
Durban’s best kept
secrets. Reputedly the
largest solar panel
manufacturing plant in

Africa and the only facility of its kind
in sub-Saharan Africa, this state-of-the-
art facility located in New Germany,
Durban was established eight years
ago at a cost of more
than R140-million and
focuses mainly on PV
module manufacturing.
The investment

comes from Durban
based entrepreneurs,
Patrick Goss and Eshu
Seevnarayan. Goss is
better known as one of
the co-founders of RCI
– which later merged
to form Rand Merchant
Bank – and Seevnarayan
founded Lylax – Serta
Bedding and iTalk
Cellular, amongst other
enterprises.

One might expect
that any investment in
sustainable technology
that is an alternative
to greenhouse gases
operating in our own
backyard, would be the
darling of government.
But it seems the global

move to green hasn’t
quite reached South
Africa, so much so that officials and
politicians aren’t swarming all over
ARTsolar – even just for the photo
opportunity.

The company produces
Photovoltaic (PV) solar modules. PV
panels soak up the rays from the sun
and convert it to power. Incidentally,
the Northern Cape has one of the best
sun harvesting climates in the world.

Hence, this was the site of ARTsolar’s
milestone project – to supply panels
to the mammoth 86 megawatt (MW),
Mulilo-Sonnedix-Prieska Solar
PV plant, which was successfully
connected to the grid in 2016.
ARTsolar says it is the only PV

manufacturer to successfully
supply locally assembled panels for
South Africa’s Renewable Energy
Independent Power Producer

Procurement Programme.
The company’s factory on a 3 500m²

site has capacity to produce over
400 000 panels a year, or enough to
generate 130MW of power. One MW
can power upwards of 160 houses
for a year, although that varies
dramatically depending on the size
of house and whether it needs to be
cooled or heated. The factory was built

from scratch relying on the input of
local and visiting engineers, while the
bespoke production line comprises
world leading equipment along with
locally engineered add-ons. ARTsolar
also trained more than 200 previously
unemployed youth to comply with
global standards in PV manufacturing.
Ideally, companies licenced by

government to construct solar projects
ought to purchase PV modules from

ARTsolar (due to their
local manufacturer status),
however this has been
“somewhat of a challenge”,
ARTsolar management says.
ARTsolar supply the

growing household user
market and has a database
of some 20 accredited
installers. In addition to the
SA local market, ARTsolar

has been supplying PV
modules to developers
in Nigeria, Zimbabwe,
Botswana, Namibia and
Mozambique.
ARTsolar’s GM, Viren

Gosai says, “South Africa
has been slow in adopting
measures that allow private
consumers to generate

solar power and feed it back into the
grid. Should there be a mind change
with the powers concerned, we would
undoubtedly experience a boom in the
industry.
“Our plant is world-class and

cost competitive. But, solar is an
aggressively competitive business and
the Chinese manufacturers benefit
from their governments export »

PICTURES ROGAN WARD

Energy
REVOLUTION

FAR LEFT: ESHU SEEVNARAYAN
AND VIREN GOSAI – THE MEN
BEHIND ARTSOLAR.

LEFT: STHEMBISO SHAZI AND
EXODUS LUTHULI DOING MULTIPLE
TESTS ON THE SOLAR PANELS.

A pioneer of the South African solar panel manufacturing industry, ARTsolar
intends to play a big part in renewable energy, writes Greg Ardé
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incentives, and they have control over their complete value
chain (meaning 100% of the components required for the
manufacture of solar panels are produced in China) hence
they have secured a global dominance. Further to protect
their respective solar industries, USA and Europe have
substantially increased protective import tariffs against
Chinese-manufactured solar photovoltaic modules. We
have certifications issued by TÜV Rheinland and TÜV SÜD
(international certification
bodies). We are also ISO
9001:2015 compliant.”
In South Africa there are

importation duties on the
components to manufacture
solar panels, but no
duties on importation of
completed modules.

“Crystalline is a critical mineral that comes from silicate
and is a key component in the manufacture of solar panels.
Silicate is mined primarily in Africa and exported to China.
Consumers are generally not aware of solar module

standards and quality requirements and are easy targets
for low quality PV module dumping in the local industry,”
Gosai says.
“ARTsolar has been priced competitively with the Chinese

modules, and on par with quality. As South Africans, we need to

cultivate a culture of supporting locally made products.”
ARTsolar provides a 12-year rawmaterial warranty and

25-year power output warranty.
Gosai points to the work of operations manager Qaphela

Zikhali and Adriaan van der Walt (both engineers).
“Solar panels are delicate. There are a lot of minute

connections, they are temperature sensitive and the
manufacturing process requires at least seven testing

processes. We have a
high-grade facility and we
adhere to global quality
standards and offer top-tier
warranties.”

Seevnarayan, ARTSolar’s
chairman, adds, “Our
refusal to compromise on
quality and integrity has

made it challenging to sustain the business, but ironically
enough, this has also ensured its survival.
“Our story is one of resilience and optimism. We need to

build this industry locally with tariff protection to ensure we
promote local manufacturing of the entire value chain. We
have up-skilled hundreds of people and we should harness
that and the sunshine more.”
A starting point, some might say, would be decking the

roofs of all government buildings in KZN with solar panels. *

“Solar panels are delicate. There are a lot
of minute connections, they are temperature
sensitive and the manufacturing process
requires at least seven testing processes”
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Ingrid Osborne left
her first job 18
months into her
working life because
her job felt like a

dead end. It was in Richards
Bay and the company she
worked for was a South
African subsidiary of a
British outfit outsourced
to manage processes at
Richards Bay Coal
Terminal (RBCT).
Osborne had just

graduated as an electronics
engineer but ended up
doing the filing.
Long story short –

Osborne left to join her
friend Julie Mathieson, a
computer science graduate
who had lots of work at
the time. They worked on
a range of big contracts
and a few years later the
UK company Ingrid had
worked for went belly up
and the two women and
their then partner got

with compliance certificates
covering every regulatory
issue known to man. It is
voluminous, with copies
of every form required by
law, down to the identity
documents of every worker
in the precinct.
Saryx ran foul of the

requirements and Julie and
Ingrid realised there was a
dire need for something to
manage and store the forms
in the cloud.
“It is a nightmare. If

one document expires or
goes missing, everyone
can get thrown off site. We
decided to build something
that reminded us when
compliance documents
expired.”
The software – HSEC

Online – allows for multiple
users to see a variety of
documents. Though not
technically correct, the
laymanmight understand it
as being a bit like Dropbox,
only specifically tailored for
construction.
That was in 2009, and

mining company South32
loved it and asked their
suppliers to use it to
streamline their processes.
News of the solution spread
and Saryx refined the
technology fast.
Then they entered the

South African leg of a
global business competition
supported by FNB Business
banking, called Endeavor.
The competition is only open
to founder-run businesses
with a turnover of more
than R10-million that
employs a certain number of
people and is scalable.
In June Saryx beat

600 entrants to win the
competition. “We didn’t
think we stood a chance.
Now our world has opened
up and we have access to
experts and contacts around
the world,” says Osborne. *

LEFT: FOR INGRID OSBORNE AND
JULIE MATHIESON OF SARYX,
THE PROSPECTS SEEM ENDLESS
– ANYTHING THAT NEEDS A
REPOSITORY OF DOCUMENTS
AND REMINDERS CAN UTILISE
THEIR SYSTEM.

Finding
SOLUTIONS

For Ingrid Osborne and Julie Mathieson, Saryx is all
about finding solutions for big business

the contract to do the job
for RBCT. Fast forward
to 2007, Mathieson and
Osborne jettisoned their
partner and started the
Saryx Engineering Group,
based in Richards Bay. Fast
forward 11 years and the
company had opened an
office in Ballito and was
poised for major growth.
The work Saryx does

is about processes. For
example, they won a
tender to monitor railway
lines transporting coal
and ore, an essential job
because stresses on the
line cause buckling, rail

snapping and derailments.
They couldn’t find a local
solution so travelled to
the US and researched the
issue where they found a

solution and modified it. It
is an engineering challenge
replete with problems,
but their solution includes
sensors which are installed
on the lines that wirelessly

transmit stress data to a
central point where it
is monitored.
Another example is

designing an automated

tree planting system. Then
they were hit with a vexing
challenge in the heavy
construction industry
where every site requires a
safety file, a weighty tome

If one document expires or goes missing,
everyone can get thrown off site. We

decided to build something that reminded
us when compliance documents expired
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Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal
is a South African trade and inward
investment promotion agency
(IPA), established to promote the
province of KwaZulu-Natal as an
investment destination and to
facilitate trade by assisting local
companies to access international
markets.

SECTORS:

AGRICULTURE/
BUSINESS SERVICES/
MANUFACTURING/
ENERGY AND WATER/
MINING AND BENEFICIATION/
TOURISM AND PROPERTY
DEVELOPMENT
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KZN Export Week is an annual programme of Trade
& Investment KwaZulu-Natal (TIKZN), developed to
recognise, promote and assist with growing
KwaZulu-Natal’s export businesses and industries.

Through a comprehensive programme of activities, it will
provide professional development and information on
growth sectors and market opportunities to KwaZulu-
Natal’s new and existing exporters and internationally
focused businesses.
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E
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ICC 2018
01-05
OCTOBER

EXPORT BUSINESSES & INDUSTRIES

A FULL WEEK OF ACTIVITIES

KWAZULU-NATAL’S
DEDICATED TO GROWING

+27 (0) 31 368 9600
info@tikzn.co.za

Trade & Investment House, 1 Arundel Close
Kingsmead Office Park, Durban, 4001, South Africa

www.tikzn.co.za

This week-long programme not only aims to celebrate
the successes of KwaZulu-Natal’s exporters, but it is an
information-filled networking session where you can:

Meet trade partners and associations who can help
you to reach new markets;
Network and build new relationships with fellow
attendees from across the continent; and
Hear some of the top business minds share their tips
and stories on how to build a global business

AN INITIATIVE BY TRADE &
INVESTMENT KWAZULU-NATAL
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I t’s one thing to talk it up in a sluggish economy,
but it’s another thing to actually build for growth
when the economy is puttering along at a paltry
2% or less. The fact of thematter is that Durban
is a logistics economy and it doesn’t have enough

A-grade warehousing, so property players of scale and
substance are still building, in spite of the fact that the
economy is bumbling along.
A key example is Northfields Business Park, the

60-hectare gem of a site in Glen Anil that is being polished
by JT Ross. The company has already platformed half
of the land which they bought from Tongaat Hulett
Developments (THD) four years ago.
Glen Anil – although strategically located beside the

N3 at the KwaMashu-Chris Hani (North Coast) Road
intersection – has always been a bit of a dog. But that
didn’t deter JT Ross. Their classy new builds are great, and
the brownfields developments in uMngeni Road (Lion
Match) and Sydney Road (the old Dunlop factory) have
radically revitalised the surrounding areas.
The company hopes to do the same again in Glen Anil

with Northfields, which will ultimately offer 30-hectares
of platformed land. In addition to the (undisclosed) cost
of the land, the company has spent R30-million on bulk
infrastructure and will probably spend about R1,5-billion
building warehouses ranging in size from 5 000m² to
60 000m². The first building of 11 000m² is already under
construction and a tenant has been secured.
JT Ross development director Grant Smith says

PlayDurban’s
STRENGTHS

want well located, functional spaces that are secure and
well managed.
“With rising fuel costs and growing traffic congestion,

Durban’s role as a logistics hub will grow. At the moment
many boxes are coming off ships in Durban, they are sent
by truck to Johannesburg, unpacked, and later shipped
back to Durban. Durban’s warehousing and distribution
business will get better and we must be poised for that
growth – truly being part of the global economy.”
Veteran commercial property broker Trevor Martin

lauded the development: “It will tidy up the Glen Anil area
and raise property prices. The land is well located, with
easy access to the northern nodes, the harbour and the
highways inland. It is almost an extension of Riverside
Business Park nearby – also a JT Ross development – which
is a secure logistics facility with great visibility.
“There is not a lot of stock available in the area. If JT

Ross provides the market what it wants, it will definitely
do well.” *

interest in Northfields is keen.
“It is a classic site, just alongside the freeway. We’ve

worked closely with the city in developing it and the
journey has been a good one.” Smith said interest in
Northfields reflected the pent up demand for “good,
serviced and well managed warehousing in key nodes”.
In the past the city has benefited from a number of

critical private sector commercial developments. Joint
THD and eThekwini investment has unlocked huge value
in uMhlanga/Gateway, Riverhorse, Cornubia and Bridge
City; Public Private Partnership in development has seen
Dube TradePort take off; and Keystone in Hammarsdale
attract huge chains like Mr Price, Ackermans and Pep
which have established monster distribution centres
there. Clairwood Logistics Park promises to be similarly
successful in Durban South.
Smith says blue chip tenants are looking for value, not

low-cost warehouses. “They ask how the space resonates
with their needs and the demands of their customers. They

Durban’s warehousing and distribution business will get
better and we must be poised for that growth
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OF A DEVELOPMENT
ALONGSIDE THE N3 WILL BE

A NEWMAKRO IN CORNUBIA.
The development – a joint

venture between Massmart and
Fortress – will see the construction
of an 18 500m² Makro store that is
due to open in March 2019.
THD managing director Mike

Deighton said discussions to
expand the presence of Massmart
in Durban commenced with
Tongaat Hulett 15 years ago,
but there wasn’t accessible,
appropriately zoned and serviced
land suitable for the retailer.

“This finally changed with the
achievement of key milestones in
the development of Cornubia, in
which Tongaat Hulett has invested
R489-million into infrastructure
to unlock future sales and
investment.”
Deighton said the company

is gratified to see the results
of these investments with the
start of construction on the new

Makro store. “Together with
the developers of the Business
Park, Fortress Property Fund and
Giuricich Bros, we are engaging
in various economic participation
programmes that seek to maximise
the social and economic benefits
through local labour and enterprise
sourcing, and retail up-skilling.”
Makro’s Farzana Sonvadi says

the new store – 18 500m² – will be
1 000m² bigger than the Makro in
Amanzimtoti, while Springfield
is 13 500m².

“The new store is 17km from
the Springfield one and positioned
to service the uMhlanga CBD, the
northern suburbs and the greater
Cornubia development where
24 000 homes and mixed-use
businesses are scheduled to be
developed over the next 20 years.
“The new store will ease the

trading pressure off the recently
revamped Springfield store making
for a more pleasant shopping
experience for loyal Makro
customers,” she said.

Print, with a
personal touch.

Novus Print has a reputation built on quality,
precision and personalised service. It’s these
attributes that have strengthened our position
as the market-leading commercial printing
operation on the African continent.

Our specialised printing plants are equipped
to deliver all short, medium and long-run
requirements of magazines, retail inserts,
catalogues, books, newspapers, security
products and educational material.

Talk to us about any of your print requirements
– our exceptional printing solutions are
guaranteed to make the right impression.

www.novus.holdings/printing

*Novus Print is a division of Novus Holdings incorporating Paarl Media.where printing is personal



Let’s get banking your way done
Visit bidvestbank.co.za

Bidvest Bank Limited (Reg No 2000/006478/06) is a licensed financial services and registered credit provider. NCRCP17.

A new way
to GROW
your money.

The Bidvest Bank Grow AccountTM
is the smartest way to give your
money real growth potential.

With one card you can

Transact. Save.
Invest. GROW.



Never has one bank account done
so much for so little. Get yours today.
Contact: Stephanie Nundlal
Tel: 031 514 8210
Email: stephanie.nundlal@bidvestbank.co.za

1 Card. 3 Accounts. 3 Opportunities
to earn interest. Choose how to bank
and how to GROW your money.

Transactional Banking Account – Fully functional transactional
banking account with Prepaid, Inter-account Transfers, Withdrawals,
Cash Deposits at retailers, Tap and Go card functionality and
QuickPay.

Savings Account – Makes saving simple and convenient,
by allowing you to save as you transact every day.

Investment Account – Simple and easy to use, you can invest
in companies listed on the JSE, from as little as R10/month.

1 Card. 2 Pricing Options. The choice
is yours. Choose the pricing option
that best suits your needs:

Pay as you Transact for R6/month – Free unlimited POS
transactions and inter-account transfers.

All In for R175/month – Covers all ATM and POS transactions
plus inter-account transfers, without additional charges.

1 Card. Heaps of Great Features.
Low Bank Charges

High Interest Rates earned in all 3 accounts

On-the-Go Banking

QuickPay

Advanced Security

™
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Here’s
looking
ATYOU

So you want to put your business
on the map, who do you call? KZN has a

host of top-notch public relations agencies.
Debbie Reynolds and Shirley le Guern

take a look at some of them

RAINMAKER MARKETING: Headed by Stefan Botha, when it comes
to putting property on the map, the Rainmaker Marketing team is
the business. In addition to conceptualising strategies, compiling
press releases, and co-ordinating media interviews, they also co-
ordinate upmarket, bespoke events.

LOGICO CREATIVE:Managing director Janet Wilson set up Logico
with colleagues in 2008. They pride themselves on building solid
relationships with clients, suppliers and business partners to
ensure they deliver on time. With a team of 16, they are large
enough to take on whatever projects clients throw their way, but
are flexible enough to respond to requests for quick turn-around,
without sacrificing quality.

GAMEPLAN MEDIA: Founded
in 1997 by sports broadcaster
Dave Macleod. He offers clients
a one-stop-shop for securing
exposure in social media, the
web and email newsletters. He
also manages sporting events
and sponsorships, as well as
corporate communication

strategies.
SHARON FAY PUBLIC

RELATIONS: Go-getter Sharon
Fay is a journalism graduate
who spent the early part of
her career as a national PR

manager for Massdiscounters
(Game/DionWired) before

starting her own business. She
also spent a four-year stint
working in Nigeria. She has a
diverse range of clients and
believes in developing stories
for her clients that are sincere,

correct, interesting and
meet deadlines.

SHIRLEY WILLIAMS
COMMUNICATIONS: Launched
in 1998 by Shirley Williams,
their mission is to offer
communication that gets

results, and assist clients to
grow their brands through
dialogue with targeted

audiences, building confidence
in the brand and ultimately
growing brand equity. It’s all
about using specialist skills
to find the perfect balance

between creativity
and practicality.

MEROPA: Providing services
that range from stakeholder
and reputation management
to media training, events and
full in-house design services,
Meropa Communications –
founded in 1998 and headed
up by Yogin Devan – is the

only South African PR agency
to be ranked in the top 250 in

the world.

PROMOTE COMMUNICATION:
Savvy, connected, colourful and
ambitious is how Janna Strang
positions her agency, which
handles reputation management,
marketing, branding, advertising
and design. Janna prides herself
on promoting a diverse portfolio
of clients to the relevant target

markets with “the right message
through the right channels”.
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FBI COMMUNICATIONS: Run by Farhana Ismail, FBI has been
operating for over 16 years and is a 100% black female owned
consultancy. Solution-driven and savvy, it offers a wide range of
services ranging from strategic stakeholder relations and reputation
management to public relations and media relations support.

PUBLICITY MATTERS: Established in 1995, this multi-award-
winning agency is headed by sisters Illa and Sophie Thompson,
who have their finger firmly on the pulse of everything from civic
events, arts and culture and social justice to faith, social cohesion
and sports and leisure.

TUMBLEWEED
COMMUNICATIONS:

Established in 1995 by Joanne
Hayes, this full-service

communications consultancy
offers a personalised PR and
marketing service, including
publicity, sponsorships,

promotions media management
and special events. While based
in Durban, Tumbleweed has a

national presence.

VERSFELD AND ASSOCIATES:
Director Sharlene Versfeld has
worked as an independent

consultant since 1993 and has
a special interest in arts and
culture, as well as extensive
experience in the corporate

sector. She has been awarded
for her role in flying the flag for

the Durban International
Film Festival.

FLAGSHIP PR: Under the
directorship of Craig Clay-
Smith, Beverley Theron and
Neil Pinto, Flagship PR is a

multi-faceted communications
consultancy specialising in
client reputation. It also runs
its own international sporting,
television, digital innovations

and global event
management projects.

TYNAGO: Nicola Chaning
Pearce started Tynago in
2005, which offers the full
spectrum of PR services

across South Africa. Many of
their clients have been with
them since the beginning,
giving them the opportunity
to run long-term, ongoing

and measurable
media campaigns.

TAKE NOTE: It’s 10 years
since Take Note Reputation

Management, a public relations
and marketing agency, began
“enhancing the reputations” of
their diverse clients. Founder
Dionne Collett says they strive
to deliver results that exceed
their clients’ expectations and
in so doing maintain long-
standing relationships.

S&A MARKETING: Founder
and director, Alice Zejglic, S&A
Marketing often breaks away
from traditional marketing

and PR to bring a strategic yet
creative edge to their work.
Working with key brands
in beauty, fashion, finance,

lifestyle, technology and travel,
they are flexible enough to
create and communicate
a fresh and personalised

approach.

EMBETWEEN
COMMUNICATIONS: According
to owner manager Emma Dunk,
PR is of utmost importance
for the growth of a brand,

and strategic communication
strategies and targeted
messaging can ensure it
remains top-of-mind. In

addition, they acknowledge
the uniqueness of each client
and align themselves with their

goals and visions.

SYMBIOTIC: Drawing on
her experience in the PR

consultancy industry and with
FMCG giant, Smith & Nephew,
founder Sharon Wilkinson
created Symbiotic in 2001
to concentrate on various

Beiersdorf brands. Today they
are known for work done for
large consumer brands

in the beauty and
healthcare sectors.
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T he London
to Durban
direct flight by
British Airways
promises to

give tourism in KZN a
welcome shot in the arm.
The flight represents

a five year, multi-billion
investment in the province
by one of the world’s most
well-known airlines.
Pundits are

understandably upbeat.
KZN INVEST asked two

international airlines that
are already flying to Durban
what their experience has
been thus far.
Every day since 2009

Emirates has flown a B777
plane between Dubai and
Durban in a two-class
configuration – business and
economy – with a capacity
for 354 passengers. That’s
over amillion passengers.
Fouad Caunhye, Emirates

regional manager,
Southern Africa says
the Durban flight is one
of eight between South
Africa and Dubai every
day. There are four flights
from Johannesburg and
three from Cape Town,
but Durban is a particular
success story. It used to be a
seasonal tourist destination,
but since South Africa
hosted the Soccer World

and the airline business,
so shared some thoughts
regarding the Durban flight.
Does the flight run

to capacity or what
percentage is it full?
The market has vastly

improved and the appetite
for both business and
leisure travel is being
restored. Commercially, we

carry healthy load factors,
and this is not limited to
Durban. From Durban for
a long time we have been
the only international
airline with an all season
daily service. It has helped
with our brand equity, with
many preferring to travel
onboard Emirates.
How do the volumes

Welcome
on BOARD

ABOVE: CARLA DA SILVA,
REGIONAL GENERAL MANAGER,
SOUTHERN AFRICA AND LATIN
AMERICA FOR AIR MAURITIUS.

ABOVE RIGHT: FOUAD CAUNHYE,
EMIRATES REGIONAL MANAGER,
SOUTHERN AFRICA.

Air Mauritius is the veteran of
international airlines doing business with
Durban. It has operated from here since
1975 and offers three-weekly flights

between Durban and Port Louis, ferrying
about 120 people per flight.

Carla Da Silva, regional general
manager, Southern Africa and Latin
America for Air Mauritius, says that while
passenger numbers are confidential, the

airline has enjoyed “phenomenal growth”
and often enjoys occupancy of 90%.

“This route has leisure and corporate
segments, not only to Mauritius, but to
our entire network,” adding that there
was particular growth in flights to India,

AIRMAURITIUS

Cup in 2010, passenger
volumes have ramped up.
Caunhye has keen

insights into the numbers

Emirates have ferried over a million passengers between Dubai and Durban since
2009. But by the end of this year British Airways will be competing for a slice of their

passengers with their direct flights to Durban
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on that flight compare
with Cape Town and
Johannesburg?
Outside the seasonal

variations, all three
gateways on our network
are healthy. While the
Johannesburg route
has a stronger business
component, both Cape
Town and Durban
continue to be driven by
leisure and the visiting
friends and relatives
segment. We see not only
the typical corporate
passenger but also
passengers connecting
onward to India and China
on the Johannesburg route.

We have seen a year-on-
year increase in passenger
numbers on all the routes,

reflecting a steady return of
both economic confidence
and tourism numbers, but
Johannesburg remains
an important gateway for
inbound traffic.

What is busier, the route
to Durban or to Dubai?

Durban is a key market
for Emirates and accounts
for almost 20% of the traffic
we carry to and from South
Africa. From Durban, we

see traffic connecting to the
Indian sub-continent, Far
East and Europe, and from
Dubai, Durban is one of the
top outbound destinations
favoured for its beaches

and the sun. The city is
seeing record levels of
tourism activity and this
can be attributed to its
relative affordability and
overall desirability.
How do you think

Australia and Hong Kong. Da Silva puts
this down to easy connections, excellent
rates and free stopovers in Mauritius en
route. “In addition, there is a huge increase
in businesses establishing branches
and offices in Mauritius and also South

Africans purchasing property in Mauritius.”
“The volumes have consistently

increased year-on-year due to the
following: short flying time to Mauritius
(four hours from Durban), quick
connections, particularly to India, and 51

years of doing business with Durban.”
Da Silva says that although

passenger volumes are higher between
Johannesburg and Cape Town, Durban
flyers benefit from the shortest
flying time. *

Durban’s stature has
improved, if at all, on the
global tourismmap?
Durban used to be a

seasonal destination, but
the successful hosting of the
2010 FIFAWorld Cup was
a break-out moment for
South Africa and Durban.
Inbound, Durban is one of
South Africa’s most popular
tourist destinations and
our introduction of the new
Boeing 777 was a direct
response to increasing
passenger demand on
this route.
How do you rate the

KZN tourist experience?
Durban has a unique

cultural mix and cuisine. It
has excellent recreational
infrastructure and year-
round warmweather.
These factors anchor tourist
destination anywhere in the
world and work extremely
well in Durban’s favour.
The surf’s up in Durban all
the year through.
What are the three

major trends in the global
airline business that
Durban and KZN should
be cognisant of?
African and South Africa

in particular is one of the
most dynamic and exciting
aviation markets in the
world right now. As one
of the most developed
and stable economies in
Africa, it has been attracting
business attention from all
over and is looked on as the
gateway to the continent.
A global trend that finds
resonance in SA is the
fact that many business
travellers are beginning to
mix business travel with
leisure, giving rise to an
entirely new segment. *

The market has vastly improved and the
appetite for both business and leisure
travel is being restored. Commercially,
we carry healthy load factors, and this

is not limited to Durban
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There’s something rich,
almost green in the Splashy
Fen air. And no, it’s not
burning hemp or the smoke
from a thousand campfires

– it’s the sweet smell of success.
The music festival near Underberg

over the Easter weekend recorded a
gate count of about 8 000 this year.
According to a Tourism KZN study,

the festival has a R35-million economic
impact on the province. Stuart Berry, a
director of the organisers Impi Concept
Events, says ticket sales were up 28%
on 2017, spending per head was also
better than last year’s average of
R3 110, and bar sales were up 52%.
Then there’s food, arts and craft to

consider: 62 independent vendors and
their helpers, everyone from tattoo
artists to purveyors of pulled pork.
The total vendor sales are hard to
determine as many paid with credit
cards or Zapper, but the R1,3-million
withdrawn from the festival’s ATMs
speaks volumes. On top of that there
are investments in infrastructure,
equipment, staff and service providers
– about R4,8-million.
Elsewhere in KZN big events are big

business. They create jobs and support
businesses. They also give marketing
men unparalleled access to an affluent
and adventurous market. Berry
reckons the Splashy Fen crowd has an
LSM of 7-10 and is getting older, more
family orientated and affluent.
But what’s it all worth to the

province? “No one has really quantified
the value of the eventing industry
nationally, but they are working on
it,” says Scott Langley, marketing,
sales, and events director for Durban’s
International Convention Centre.
Langley described it as a “huge

sector”, and noted that many event
visitors stick around after the show,

Bagging
the big
PARTIES
Festivals and sporting events add up to big business in
KZN, writesMatthew Hattingh and Sarah Heron

spending money elsewhere in the
province.
The Vodacom Durban July is a case

in point. More than 50 000 people
attended the event, according to the
hosts, Gold Circle, and of these, an
estimated 61% were local, 36% from
elsewhere in the country, and 3% from
abroad. An eThekwini Municipality
survey found that those staying over
spent an average of two nights in KZN,

and the lion’s share of overnighters
(72%) were from Gauteng.
The July organisers know a thing or

two about staging a big, open-air event,
with about 30 hospitality and corporate
marquees hosting some 13 000
racegoers, according to Nellie Mhlongo
of Event World, the company that
organises the July’s marquee village.
Add that to the people in the stands

and picnic sites, plus the packed
programme of events and fashion
shows in the weeks before the actual
July, and you have a total spend of
R96-million.
Big as this is, it’s dwarfed by the

Comrades Marathon, which has a
R535-million economic impact on the
province, according to the Comrades
Marathon Association.
According to association general

manager Chris Fisher, 23 000 runners
signed up (2 000 from abroad) for this
year’s down run, with 21 000 starting
and nearly 18 000 completing the
90km race. Between 400 000 and
500 000 spectators lined the route, with
thousands crowding the start, finish
and 44 watering holes.
Another big KZN event with a

storied past that continues to ride a
wave of popularity is the Ballito Pro.
Billed as the world’s longest running
professional surfing contest, the event
draws competitors from 20 countries
and offers a first prize of US$40 000.
In addition to the surfing, there’s a

busy “surf and lifestyle” programme
plus retail therapy courtesy of
40 vendors.
Over 10 days in June and July this

year, the Ballito Pro drew an estimated
160 000 visitors, according to the
organiser Collette Bundy.
Nathi Nkomzwayo, chief executive of

Enterprise Illembe – the development
agency that includes Ballito in its
parish – says the surf festival adds an
estimated 20% to hotel occupancy over
its duration.
The ICC’s Scott Langley says big

events are an effective way of luring
visitors to a destination. “The main
expense is the airfare. If you can make
them spend an extra two or three days
– that’s money in the bank for hotels,
restaurants...,” he says.
Langley reckons the province’s

eventing players can do better to co-
ordinate their marketing and improve
packaging.
The attractions are there, he reminds

us. There are those supportive Comrades
crowds, those balmy Ballito winters, and
above it all, in KZN’s bright skies, the
sweet smell of success.*
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ONCE again, eThekwini Municipality has been named the
greenest City in South Africa. The announcement was made
during the Greenest Municipality Awards hosted by the

Department of Environmental Affairs on Tuesday.

The City has been evaluated considering the factors including waste
management, energy efficiency, conservation, water management,
landscaping, tree planting and beautification, public participating
and community empowerment, leadership and institutional
arrangements presentation.

Receiving the Award, Mayor Zandile Gumede said it is with great
pleasure to accept this award for eThekwini Municipality. She said
the City prioritises environmental issues and building resilient a city.

“It takes a team of dedicated officials who are passionate to drive
these initiatives and processes into a reality. It has not been easy to
implement such programs and yet we are proud that some African
cities are taking lessons from our waste management strategies and
programmes”, said Mayor Gumede.

The City will receive a R3.5 million which will be given through
funding of infrastructure projects aimed at the protection of the
environment. The prize is tied to implementation of waste, climate
change and green economy related job creation projects.

The competition aims to encourage and ensure sustainable
development by creating job while promoting best practises in
environmental management. It also seeks to promote a clean
and healthy environment in the municipalities through greening,
cleaning and beautification exercises.

Prior to the awards ceremony, the Deputy Minister of Environmental
Affairs Ms Barbara Thomson together with Councillor Nkosenhle
Madlala led clean-up activities where a total of six tons of litter were
collected around Durban central and the Mangroves Nature Reserve
North Beach in eThekwini yesterday, Tuesday 14 August 2018.

This award simple validates eThekwini’s vision to be the most
liveable City.

ETHEKWINI WINS THE GREENEST
MUNICIPALITY COMPETITION

ABOVE: GREENEST MUNICIPALITY AWARD(Left) Environmental
Affairs Deputy Minister, Ms Barbara Thomson, (Middle)Mayor
Zandile Gumede and Mpumalanga MEC of Agriculture and Rural
Development, Vusi Shongwe.

LEFT: VICTORY: The City’s winning team accompanying Mayor
Zandile Gumede on stage when the City was announced as a
winner of the Greenest Municipality.
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D urbanites
are terribly
proud of their
Cinderella
city, but they

are at odds over how to
dress her up for the ball.
Dressing her up – if you

stay with the analogy – isn’t
about a brand new ballgown,
it is about lots of people
around town tinkering on
the existing frock.
Whatever Durban does, it

mustn’t try and ape Dubai.
eThekwini is the heart and

soul of KwaZulu-Natal, the
indigenous translation of the
province’s name is “heaven”
– the place beauty.

This isn’t copywriting
gush for a tourism
campaign. It’s the substance
of KZN INVEST Vega Talks,
a joint venture between this
publication and Vega, the
school of design, brand
and business.
We invited a bunch

of interesting people to
discuss the city and what
it might be like 50 years
from now. Three speakers
were catalysts for the
conversation: Raymond
Perrier from the Denis
Hurley Centre, Nina
Saunders from eThekwini’s
Architecture Department,
and businesswoman
Nox Luthuli.
Durban is a vibrant

metropolis of 3,5-million
people. It isn’t in the
Emirates and it shouldn’t
model itself on a Middle

DURBAN
The Future?

Eastern capitalist mecca as
some are proposing with the
waterfront development.
Durban is a harbour city
and the economic heart of
the province.
Perrier, who has lived

in London, New York and
Johannesburg, says Durban
is fantastic. “Durban people
do extraordinary things by
collaborating across a range
of sectors. Understand
the city’s future requires
connecting with its past.

Don’t try to create some sort
of Dubai. Durban is real.”
Perrier, who works for

a charity in downtown
Durban which boasts a
halaal kitchen and strong
inter-faith connections, says

about 4 000 people sleep
rough in Durban, either on
the streets or in shelters,
which is equivalent to the
number of homeless people
in the UK. Of that number,
about 10% are foreigners.
The Denis Hurley Centre

provides 300 meals to some
of them five times a week,
in addition to running a
number of programmes and
a clinic. Not all homeless
people are on drugs, and
although many are, they
aren’t all on the streets
because of drugs, but do
drugs as a consequence of
being on the streets.
Perrier says everyone has

a vested interest in this city
they call home – whether
they are ratepayers or not
– and solving homelessness
entirely is impossible.
However, he does believe
it is largely solvable, but
the poor and vulnerable
need empathy. They need
practical, day-to-day

STORY GREG ARDÉ PICTURES VAL ADAMSON

eThekwini is the heart and soul of KwaZulu-Natal. KZN INVEST and
Vega, together with key players in the city, got together for a conversation

about what Durban will be like 50 years from now

When you walk through parts of Durban
it is alienating and fills you with fear,

but we have a city full of jewels
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LEFT FROM TOP: SPEAKERS WERE CATALYSTS FOR THE CONVERSATION:
NARETHA PRETORIUS, RAYMOND PERRIER FROM THE DENIS HURLEY
CENTRE, NINA SAUNDERS FROM ETHEKWINI’S ARCHITECTURE
DEPARTMENT, AND BUSINESSWOMAN NOX LUTHULI.

solutions like a place to
keep their belongings rather
than having to stash them
in drains that block up as a
result when it rains.
“The answer lies in

progressive participation,”
Perrier says, “in constant
engagement with the
homeless, through
conversations and art
and song and dance, to
supplement the healthcare,
business development and
other such initiatives.”
People who feel

marginalised and excluded

need to build trust. “Once
that has been done,” Perrier
says, “it is not difficult to
draw homeless people into
the economy, where they
are part of the solution
against crime and grime
and can make a meaningful
contribution to society.”
Nina Saunders says

the shape of the city is
being determined by its
residents. Citizen activists
had a key role to play in
preserving the public space.
She says much discussion
is happening around »
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the concept of a city being
conscious, as esoteric as that
might sound.
The city’s past – of

segregation and prohibited
public gatherings – was
ingrained in planning, and
Saunders believes this could
be overhauled to create
a more user-friendly city
along the lines supported
by British architect Calvin
Campbell who advocates
“massive small” – a
movement committed to
transforming cities from the
bottom up. He also talks of
open source solutions by
people for people.
Saunders says we all

contribute to adaptive
architecture, a term coined
by Cameron Sinclair,
another Brit who founded

Architects for Humanity
and advocates looking
at processes rather than
products. He believes
buildings in themselves
don’t offer solutions to
social ills; simultaneous
human engagements on a
multitude of issues do.
Saunders said Durban

harbour was an estuary,
a birthing room for talent

that has left the city’s
shores. To keep its talent
the city had to add shine
to its offerings. Water is
a key offering, which is
why the city opened up
the covered canal (flowing
from the uMngeni River

to the harbour in John
Milne Street) during the
Soccer World Cup in 2010.
Another intervention would
be to extend eThekwini’s
beautiful parks and Botanic
Gardens. Along these
lines, the city has a plan to

create a forest down Pixley
Ka Seme (West) Street by
ripping up much of the
road and planting trees to
create a 2,8km “green line”
fromWarwick Avenue, and
to cater for the growth of
the inner city population
from 70 000 to 400 000 in
the next 40 years. Many city
elders are also advocating
the city keep as much of the

Centrum site (opposite the
ICC) as green as possible.
“The city needs to engage

on where it wants to be.
The engagements around
the use of public spaces to
date have been fascinating,”
admits Saunders. Saunders

also quoted UK academic
RaymondWilliams in her
plea to residents of the city
in planning the future: “To
be truly radical is to make
hope possible, rather than
despair convincing.”
Gabi Morrell, production

manager for film agency
Tomfoolery, was among the
guests at the talks. Picking
up on what Saunders said,
she proffered that one of
Durban’s biggest success
stories was the promenade.
It drew residents to the sea
and all engaged happily,
regardless of class, race
or religion.
“The promenade is a

space where everyone is
welcome. It is a place of
intersection.”
Town plannerMiles Taylor

said there weremultiple
opportunities to replicate
the promenade experience
by developing underutilised

land like the Centrum site
in ways that weremore
welcoming to people.
“When you arrive

in Durban you see a
McDonalds (near the
Centrum site). In Paris you
see the Eiffel Tower, in
London you see Big Ben.
When you walk through
parts of Durban it is
alienating and fills you with
fear, but we have a city full
of jewels.”
Picking up on that

thread, the third speaker,
Nox Luthuli from Bloom
Marketing, said the biggest
challenge for growth in
Durbanwas keeping talent
in the city. If its people were
its biggest asset, then they
had to sell themselves and
the city’s lifestyle advantage.
This also meant dealing

with wealth disparity,
development challenges in
education and health.
“We have extreme

diversity, we need to tap
into it and that means I
need to have more talks
with people who don’t look
like or act like me.”
Parting comment from

a guest at the talk: City
spaces ought to facilitate
engagement and celebrate
diversity. The city had
a golden thread in the
promenade. It should sew
that thread through all its
dealings, so its people were
emotionally, physically and
intellectually integrated.
This requires lots of little

conversations around
the city. *

It is not difficult to draw homeless people into the economy,
where they are part of the solution against crime and grime

and can make a meaningful contribution to society
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The Durban KwaZulu-Natal Convention
Bureau is an independent body
dedicated to promoting and marketing
the region’s many business tourism
facilities, capabilities and assets, both
nationally and internationally. As such,
we are perfectly equipped to help plan
delegates’ itineraries and provide marketing
collateral, while offering relevant on-site
event support and assisting meeting
planners to create a unique experience.
Committed to transforming Durban and
KwaZulu-Natal into South Africa’s premier
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address:PO Box 2516, Durban, 4000, South Africa
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email: conventions@durbankzncb.co.za

meetings, incentives, conventions and
exhibitions destination, we can provide
organisers, planners and business tourists
with the latest information and unbiased
advice. Whether you require assistance with
planning and organising your conference
in Durban or anywhere else in KwaZulu-
Natal, information on accommodation
and places of interest or simply want to
provide feedback on your experience to an
independent source, the Durban Convention
Bureau is your first port of call.
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Maskandi is to South Africa what
bluegrass music is to America.
The only difference is, replace the
five-string banjo with its signature
12-string guitar fashioned from an

old paraffin drum. Maskandi also has its roots in deep,
rural Zulu culture, but because of its soaring popularity,
proponents of the genre are no longer old country
bumpkins dressed in umBlaselo khaki, colourfully
patched to extend the life of the clothes.
Their albums sell millions every month, and various

artists of the genre now have their own record labels,
studios, distribution networks and royalty collection
that totally cuts out the middleman. Maskandi sounds
– distinctive because of the rustic twang – are so
nuanced they can be described by regions, whether
ushameni or umkhomasi.
Forty years agomaskandi music was viewed as tunes

for backwards, uneducated, hostel-dwelling hucksters. But
today if you drive past a taxi rank, be it at Durban Station
or in Bree Street in Johannesburg, the distinct sounds of
maskandi blasts from ubiquitous speakers. However, the
phenomenon is no longer unique to taxi drivers. More
andmore upmarket, affluent types have been bitten by
the bug and you’re likely to hear it pumping out of cars
driven by young, educated youngsters.
The genre has evolved from Zulu folklore music, and

today is also the purvey of classy, brand conscious artists
as well as the second most popular music genre in South
Africa after gospel.
Maskandi music evolved from the pioneering sounds

of Phuzushukela in the late 1970s and early 1980s, but
today the appeal of maskandi lies in the hybridmusic
produced and sung by the likes of Khuzani Mpungose aka
Indlamlenze, Mthandeni Manqele aka Igcokama Elisha
and David Jenkins aka Qadasi.

Former journalist and nowmaskandi music author
and fundi, Eric Ngobe opined: “It’s amazing how the
genre has taken the country by storm. It’s not only

Themagic that
is MASKANDI

If KZN music had a soul it would be maskandi. But what is this twang that’s now
being listened to by boardroom suits, writes Nathi Olifant?

radio that has contributed to this, but artists themselves
are releasing gems. Take Khuzani for example, his
work is a stroke of genius,” said Ngobe, who has written
biographies for a number of maskandi artists.
He said corporate South Africa soon took notice and

the likes of Khuzani, Shwi noMtekhala are now brand
ambassadors for a giant clothing retailer, a trend that

“It’s growing rapidly, but it’s scary
because it’s losing that traditional
feel,” said the Nquthu-born Queen
of Maskandi who has seven albums
and four awards under her belt
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LEFT:MASKANDI MUSIC ARTIST, DAVID JENKINS.

BELOW: KHUZANI MPUNGOSE, PRODUCER AND SINGER
OF MASKANDI. PICTURE: VAL ADAMSON

was started in 2013 with the late Mtshengiseni Gcwensa
being sponsored by Toyota.
Recording maskandi artist Uboneni Magubane who

also owns Izingi 102 Music told KZN INVEST the genre
remained largely untapped by corporate South Africa.
“It’s growing rapidly, but it’s scary because it’s losing

that traditional feel,” said the Nquthu-born Queen of
Maskandi who has seven albums and four awards under
her belt.
Uboneni, whose real name is Fikile Magubane,

credits the likes of Shwi noMtekhala whose 2004 album
Wangisiza Baba broke the ceiling and set the bar high
when sales topped 800 000 albums as well as remaining
a best-seller for three years.
Uboneni – whose roots are frommaskandi all-female

ensemble Imithente – does feel lots of artists are simply
mimicking others. “If we aren’t careful, this is going to
get out of hand, but I’m glad the genre has such fierce
fans who won’t take any mediocrity.”*
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On the face of it, Jayan
Moodley is the antithesis
of the glitzy movie
business. She shuns the
limelight and is a devoted

wife and mother from Pinetown.
But she’s also the director and co-
originator of the most successful movie
to come out of Durban, Keeping up with
the Kandasamys.
The film was the top ranked South

African production by box office
takings in 2017 (R16-million), has been
seen by 400 000 people, and was
made in KwaZulu-Natal for under
R10-million. In addition, almost 90% of
the cast and crew are from KZN.
The movie is a hilarious romantic

comedy, a Romeo meets Juliet,
Chatsworth style. It has a near cult
following and the sequel, TheWedding,
is due for release in April 2019.
The movie is intrinsically Durban

and its characters so authentic that
most viewers feel like they own it.
So how did a 44-year-old

maths teacher turned computer
programmer pull that off? The gist of
the remarkable story is that Moodley
met scriptwriter, fellow Durbanite
and actor Rory Booth.
“Rory was born for the arts, I

stumbled on it,” Moodley says, and what
preceded that serendipitous meeting
was a jobMoodley got with Suda Sing, a
friend of her husband, Sugen.
Sing had started a production

company from the garage of his
Chatsworth home and needed a bit of
technical help. Moodley knew about
computers and Googled the rest.
That was 13 years ago – andMoodley

hasn’t looked back. Thework is varied,
creative but also logical, structured and

True to
DURBAN

Keeping up with the
Kandasamys – born, bred
and inspired by colourful
Durban characters – was

driven to become a box office
sensation by Jayan Moodley

process driven, which talks to hermaths,
science and computing background.
“It comes down to whether you love

what you do. Most days I do what I do
in my grey tracksuit top. I am all in or

not. Everything I know from lighting
to producing I taught myself. I have
absolutely no training.”
Sing and Moodley’s African Lotus

Productions made a host of corporate
videos and documentaries. Then came
White Gold, a feature film about South
Africa’s indentured Indian labourers.
Booth approached Moodley with the
idea for the Kandasamys – and two
years later they bridged the chasm
between concept and script. They
accessed a range of funds to promote

STORY GREG ARDÉ

The movie is intrinsically
Durban and its

characters so authentic
that most viewers feel

like they own it
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local black filmmaking, and made the
movie in 12 weeks.
The secret to the film’s success

is how delightfully true to life the
characters are.
“The characters are based on

people we know – you can hear their
voices in your head.” Moodley says
the collaboration was splendid, from
funders to actors to producers, and the
project unlocked their imagination. The
teamwas helped by seasoned hands, the
late Junaid Ahmed and Helena Spring.

LEFT: RORY BOOTH: SCRIPTWRITER AND ACTOR.

LEFT: JAYANMOODLEY: “I HAVE
ABSOLUTELY NO TRAINING.”

As for the rest, Moodley says they
followed the rom-com formula
and simply went with her instinct.
Belonging to the community and
growing up in a typical close-knit
community, this proved invaluable.
“The issues in the film are universal

– love, family, fighting and forgiveness.
We set out to make people smile and
they have. The warmth this movie has
generated has been so rewarding.”
Moodley is a firm believer in getting

on with it. “I believe in a challenge,
and tackle it fearlessly. But nothing
beats support. Without the support of
Sugen and my colleagues we wouldn’t
have achieved this. Unlocking the
harmony of that talent has been
wonderful. And we couldn’t have
achieved this without the support of
audiences. This movie is loved.” *
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Jon Ivins – a graphic designer
and photographer who owns
The Brand Brewery design
agency and photography
business, JONIVINS.COM – is

Durban’s very own dolphin whisperer.
A stand up paddleboard (SUP) SA

champ, Ivins took to SUP over 10 years
ago, but has been a waterman in Durban

his whole life. Almost every day he posts
photographs of himself beaming from
ear to ear while swimming with schools
of dolphins. His laid back, friendly
character must have something to do
with him attracting the dolphins, which
he does in droves.
Ivins is a poster-boy for the lifestyle

Durban has to offer. A father of two

daughters, he went to DHS but spent
a lot of time in far flung rural areas of
KZNwith his brothers and father.
HOWDID YOUGET INTO

PHOTOGRAPHY?
It was a hobby I picked up frommy

father, who gaveme one of his old
SLR camera’s at an early age. Wewere
always in the bush and taking pictures

Living the
DREAM

If you ran a global poll online tomorrow and voted for a man or
woman who enjoyed a particularly cool lifestyle, Durbanite Jon Ivins

would be up there and he’d be the envy of the world
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of wildlife. When I studied graphic
design at DUT, photography was one of
my subjects and this just tookmywork
to the next level. I was lucky enough to
shoot film back then, as this taught
you a lot more about understanding
the effects of lighting without having
the instant results of digital
photography.

WHYDID YOU STUDY
GRAPHIC DESIGN?
Graphic design was not my first

choice – I was looking at architecture
and even fine art as a career. When
I was introduced to it I enjoyed the
commercial aspect – solving problems
and briefs, which I like to do with
my photography.
HOWHAS LIVING IN DURBAN

INFLUENCED YOURWORK?
What work?My friends seeme

paddling with the dolphins and think
I’m retired. The sea is my gym and
also my happy place. I see it as like a
meditation. When I’m in the water I
forget about everything inmy life – it

can be quite spiritual. My line of work
can be quite flexible. I also don’t sleep
much and do a lot of my better work late
at night. Living in Durban allowsme to
fulfil all these things.
HOWOFTEN DO YOU GET TO

SUP, AND GENERALLYWHAT
TIME DO YOU GO?
I generally try to SUP every day,

weather permitting. Exercise is
important for me because I’m a diabetic
(type 1), so I don’t feel guilty doing it
while everyone else is working. Besides,
I work nights. Usually I dropmy girls
at school then go SUP until about 9am.
Then I’m set for the day and can tackle
any difficult client. *

LEFT: JON IVINS – THE DOLPHIN WHISPERER’S FRIEND.
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S o you’ve just landed in
Durban. You dusted the
airport transfer, had a
leisurely shower, threw on
a pair of jeans and a comfy

shirt and strolled down from your
hotel in uMhlanga Rocks to grab a bite
to satisfy the python growling in your
stomach. There are many fab places
to go, including Little Havana, with
proprietor Jose Goncalves at the helm.

Goncalves is a cool dude: quiet and
thoughtful, but friendly and relaxed. He
doesn’t get to chill too often though, and
covers eight kilometres a day running

around Little Havana and its side
restaurant Pintxada. His partner Nancy
Clark runs Havana Grill at Suncoast,
and collectively they seat 600 people.
Jose started Havana with the late

Martin Lombard, a fantastic man
sorely missed since he died in a
motorcycle accident two years ago.
Martin was the face of the restaurants
and Jose emerged out of the engine
room after the tragedy to run the show.
We asked Jose a few questions:
Where did you start out?
At Mike’s Kitchen in uMhlanga in

1985. Then I went sailing for seven

Jose Goncalves
The meat man behind Little Havana’s sizzling steaks

years. I have one ocean to cross and
then I will have circumnavigated the
world. I am a commercial skipper.
Hospitality runs in the family
– tell us more.
My dad ran cafes in Durban CBD,

La Lucia and Morningside, and my
brother Carly started 9th Avenue
Bistro. I got a job in the US while I was
sailing and found myself in charge of
top chefs – this Japie out of Durban
telling them how to cook!
What’s the secret to a good steak?
Some say curing. We have an in-

house butchery and dry age the steak
(by hanging it in the fridge, it dries on
the bone or off the bone in vacuum
packs). It takes between three to four
weeks. That’s a good start, but the
secret is to grill on a searing hot grill –
and don’t baste it.
Who taught you about meat?
Alberto Galbarto, the Argentinian

who owned Ch’Amigo in uMhlanga in
the 1980s. He dry aged his meat, cut it
to order and cooked it on charcoal. And
Cliff Greyvenstien at Mike’s Kitchen
taught me how to run a restaurant.
How often do you eat red meat?
Less as I get older. I have steak

once a week. The world is moving
away from red meat and that’s OK.
We are here when people want to eat
it. We should respect the animals we
slaughter by eating everything from
tongue to tail.
Don’t you think carnivorous
connoisseurs can be a bit of a pain in

the arse – waxing lyrical about
grain and grass fed beef?
Most restaurants get their meat from

the same source, so preparation counts.
Good beef has a discernible taste. So
do wild meats. Japanese Kobi beef
are massaged and pampered – their
meat is really expensive and it is
absolutely amazing.
What do you do when you
aren’t at the restaurant?
I like walking. I did 300km of the

Camino Santiago last May. I loved it. I
could have polished off a steak every
night after all the walking. *



We may have the latest technology. But what really sets us apart is an old-fashioned passion for
what we do. And we think that comes across in every book, magazine, diary and newspaper we print.

WE PRINT WHAT PEOPLE LOVE TO READ
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